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CONVERSATION WITH NASH 

This session intents to promote a conversation with Nash. I will start by inviting 

John Nash to take a seat here. ALOISIO ARAUJO IS ALSO INVITED TO THIS 

CONVERSATION. The subjects of our conversation will be: Nash as a student, as a 

Scholar and as a scientist.  

 

 The movie, A BEAUTIFUL MIND, which popularized the name of John Nash among 

the non-academic people, was inspired in the life of John Nash after he arrived at 

Princeton University as a PhD student. It starts by showing Nash, avid for finding out an 

outstanding mathematical problem for his PhD thesis. 

IN THE REAL LIFE, WHO WAS THAT STUDENT BEFORE GOING TO 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY?  

 

M1) John, once you said that you were voted the most original student in your high 

school class, not the best student. Did this refer to Mathematics or to also other 

disciplines? What was the topic in Mathematics you liked best as an 

undergraduate student? When and how did you decide to be a mathematician?  

 

When did your interest on Economics appear?  

 

A1) Although the main interest for this audience is Game Theory we cannot ignore your 

many original and deep contributions to pure mathematics. So I'll start with a short 

question in the subject: 

 Which mathematical problem challenged and interested you most? Perhaps the 

embedding theorems and the associated result that became latter known as the Nash-

Moser implicit function Theorem.? 

 

M2) Returning to the movie A BEAUTIFUL MIND, after being chastised for his 

lack of achievement, by a character, who is presumably the Chairman of the 

mathematics Department of Princeton University, and who is given the name John 

Helinger,  Nash discovers, in a barroom encounter, the idea of Nash equilibrium, 

the concept for which he won the Memorial Nobel Prize in Economics in 1994.  Let 

us see the scene. (to show this part in the movie) 
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"OLD HOME BAR-NIGHT-WINTER 

 

John sits at a table strewn with books ...  Hansen, Sol, Bender and Ainsley play 

pool.   ...  six women have entered, well 5 and 1, the BLOND  ... is simply perfect ... 

 

NASH:  If everyone competes for the blond  ...  we block each other and so no one 

gets her ... so then we go for her friends but they give us the cold shoulder because 

no one likes to be second best.  Again, no winner  ...  But what if none of us goes for 

the blond....  we don't get in each other's way  ...that's the only way we win.  That's 

the only way we all get laid. 

 

GOVERNING DYNAMICS, GENTLEMEN!!!    Adams Smith was wrong." 

 

           Well, this is not a Nash equilibrium and it is easy to explain why. Very 

simply, a Nash Equilibrium is a situation where everyone is acting in a manner so 

that no single player can improve his outcome by changing his strategy.  The 

proposal that Nash  makes as he leaves the bar room is not a Nash equilibrium 

because any single player could change his strategy and go for the blond and 

improve his outcome!! 

             The accompanying commentary is confused as well. "Governing 

dynamics", a phrase used at least four times in the film is totally inaccurate.  The 

Nash Equilibrium is a static notion; no one has a dynamic explanation of how you 

get there. 

            Also, when Nash says in this scene: "The best outcome results from 

everyone trying to do what's best for himself and for the group” (emphasis added).  

This is a great idea but has nothing to do with a Nash Equilibrium.  

 

My question is:  

 

 John, given that you were in a Department of Mathematics, you were expected to 

write a thesis on pure mathematics, in the classical sense. How were you attracted 

by Game theory? What was the real trajectory that led you to the formulation of 

the Nash equilibrium concept?  In sum, did you have any experience in your life 

that gave to you some insight leading to your discovery?  
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In the film, Nash works night and day from winter to spring. The idea of Nash 

equilibrium is developed over the following months and he presents a typed 

manuscript to Professor Helinger in the spring of 1949. ( show this part in the 

movie) 

 

HELINGER:  ... holding Nash's handwritten paper in his hands. You do realize 

that this flies in the face of one hundred and fifty years of economic theory? 

  

Well, in real life, you were advised by Tucker, not by the chairman of the Math 

Department and you submitted your thesis in 1950.  We also know that no 

Chairman of a Mathematics Department would have made such an immediate 

judgement about the effect that your ideas would have on economics.  After all, it 

took over 20 years for this influence to be fully felt.   

 

 But, what was the impact of the Nash equilibrium concept and the existence 

theorem among your colleagues and the scientific community at Princeton 

University? Did you realize that you had in hands an outstanding game theoretic 

result?  

 

 Were you confident that your work on game theory would be accepted by the 

Department of Mathematics as a thesis?  

 

A2) In the film it is mentioned that with your revolutionary concept of Nash 

Equilibrium you challenged 200 (150???) of tradition in economics dominated by Adam 

Smith.  However, shortly after you published your work Arrow and Debreu in their also 

very famous paper in Econometrica in which they formalized many ideas of Adam 

Smith and Walras used and cited your work even more. Actually Debreu in a paper of 

generalized games showed that market games can be viewed as a special case of your 

approach.  Therefore, in a certain sense, because you found that fixed point theorems 

was the adequated mathematical tool, you indirectly also contributed  to the modern 

versions of Adam Smith. 

 Did Arrow or Debreu contact you at that time? 

 Were these applications expected by you? 
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 Were you happy with it? 

 

As you well know, Game Theory before you was mainly successful in treating two 

persons zero sums games which have very limited interest to economics. This is so 

because in such games, it is impossible to have pay offs which increases the welfare of 

both players and this situation has been recognized since at least Ricardo and 

Edgeworth as the most interesting in economics. 

 I am sure that you and others at that occasion knew that these games as well as 

Bargaining and the relation between cooperative and non cooperative games which was 

latter also the subject of interest of the eminent game theorist and Nobelist Robert 

Aumann were very important scientific questions. 

 However how much were you and others aware in the 50's that besides treating a much 

more interesting class of games you were also opening the doors for a immense class of 

applications in economics in such diverse as fields as imperfect competition , industrial 

organization and international trade ,for example? 

 

 M3)     After Nash equilibrium, several topics on game theory have appeared and 

have been developed. Among them, could you cite three that you consider of 

extreme relevance  for  the development of game theory as a whole?  

  Can you comment about areas or topics in Game Theory that you consider that 

should receive more attention? 

 

A3) Some other important concepts in microeconomics like asymmetric information 

and mechanism design were discovered much later, and independently of your work. 

  However, afterwards their equilibrium concepts were unified as Nash Equilibrium and 

that allowed for generalizations and systematic applications .That was the case of 

  contract theory, signaling games, regulation and auction theory. 

These new applications are so important as to justify other Nobel winners like Roger 

Myerson and Eric Maskin who for our great honor are also present in the audience 

 How do you feel about this astonishing impact that your work had in economics even 

in fields that were created  independently and after your work? 

 

M4) In 2002 we organized the first Brazilian Workshop of the Game  Theory 

Society. At that time  we decided  to use as a logotype the board of the game hex, 
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invented by Nash in 1949. This game was played in  Fine Hall at the Department of 

Mathematics in  Princeton. Could you describe this game to us and comment about  

the history of this game?  

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS CONVERSATION!!  


